Lab and DI favorites are very helpful in improving efficiency when entering orders in eCW 11e.

To access favorites from either the lab or DI ordering screen, click on the star. Clicking the star again returns the menu to all lab choices (or DI choices).

To create lab favorites, go to Menu → EMR → Labs, DI & Procedures → Labs.

If the side panel is not visible, click on the 3 parallel lines at the top left of the screen (called the hamburger).

This opens the lab compendium. Make sure Prima CARE lab is selected as the lab company. Search for the lab you want as a favorite. To make a lab your favorite, just click on the star. For any current lab favorite, the star will be yellow.
In the example below, a sedimentation rate was added to my favorites list by clicking on the white star next to the ESR (turning the star yellow).

To view all your favorites, click on the star in the lookup box to turn it yellow.

To remove a favorite, click on the yellow star.
To add diagnostic imaging favorites, go to Menu → EMR → Lab, DI & Procedures → Diagnostic Imaging.

In the example below, the diagnostic images associated with a yellow star are my existing favorites. Toggling the star from white to yellow to white will add, and then remove, a DI from your favorites list.